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New county-level findings on Americans' religious affiliations show the two parties glaring across a deep chasm in America's changing spiritual landscape. The religious fault line between the two ...
Why it's now 'American identity, stupid' in US politics
The personal has always been the political for Biden. Far more than his recent predecessors, the president publicly draws on his own experiences when he makes connections with voters and considers his ...
For Biden, Politics Are Often Framed by the Personal
The central question until the last decade of ... This is related to the politics of identity. Although identity politics h as always been part of politics, which has now become one of the most ...
Can Pakistan survive identity politics?
The following is the first in a collection of essays that places controversy around Tokyo 2020 in context, exploring scholarly work on opposition to the Games, urban transformations central to the ...
Olympics and Urban Transformation
Ironically, by presenting Indian tales, these scholars and their institutions have accomplished just the opposite—they have sustained and perpetuated the cultural hierarchies and the elitist ...
Crafting Identity: Transnational Indian Arts and the Politics of Race in Central Mexico
Central Statistics Office (CSO ... The party must first de-escalate the constitutional issues - the identity politics - surrounding the new arrangements. A tricky climb down given it has done ...
Brexit inflames North’s identity politics
Nearly two-thirds of Hindus (64%) in India say it is very important to be Hindu to be truly Indian, our survey found.
For most of India’s Hindus, religious and national identities are closely linked
the Central European University in Budapest and the European University in Florence. Tamir is the author of Why Nationalism (2019) and Liberal-Nationalism (1999), as well as numerous articles in the ...
Identity Politics in Israel and the US
The U.S. prides itself on a tradition of freedom and disestablishment, but defining religion is not the government’s job.
It's time to de-emphasize religion in US foreign policy
When it comes down to it, it doesn't matter whether you are sending dollars or Dogecoin, the identity expenses dwarf the payment expenses. So if we are going to reduce the cost of remittances, that is ...
Bitcoin And Border Crossing, Fintech And Foreign Exchange
The Roma people of Central and Eastern Europe have long been the victims ... The Roma Rights Movement has civic, legal and political dimensions, and is the subject of this groundbreaking and ...
Ten Years After: A History of Roma School Desegregation in Central and Eastern Europe
The government only officially recognized it in the 1980s, and acknowledging people from Central and South America as a distinct ethnic group was a paradigm shift with real social and political ...
The complicated history and identity of Latinos in the United States
Simon Gilson explores Dante's reception in his native Florence between 1350 and 1481. He traces the development of Florentine civic culture and the interconnections between Dante's principal ...
Dante and Renaissance Florence
Jewish art and Judaism. Fine demonstrates that ancient Jewish art must be understood within the context of the Greco-Roman world as well as from the perspective of the history of art …' Bryn Mawr Clas ...
Art and Judaism in the Greco-Roman World
Q-pop offers a deeper commentary on Kazakhstan’s attempts to embrace the forces of globalization while simultaneously establishing a renewed sense of national identity.
Q-Pop: A Musical Expression of Kazakhstan’s National and Global Identity
North central is the fourth largest geo-political zone in Nigeria. It is home to 14.5% of the country's population and consists predominantly of Christians, but has a sizeable Muslim population.
Violence is endemic in north central Nigeria: what communities are doing to cope
Luevano was strolling with friends in a shopping center in the conservative central city of ... legal battles over sexual identity and, more recently, to force political parties to include members ...
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